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About This Game

In this surfing simulation you can:

 Surf medium sized and big waves

 Explore the area and enjoy the scenery by paddling around

 Enter the wave at the position you like

 Surf in the tube with an extra tube cam

 Perform a lot of surfing maneuvers, mostly by just changing the weight distribution of your body above the surfboard

 Play challenges such as competitions, where you need to find out what the judges await from you or where you need to
perform certain tricks and combos

 Change the camera very freely to see beautiful waves from different perspectives

 Pick and customize one of different male and female characters

 Design your surfboard with your own pics and even adjust the material of the board and fins
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Title: Virtual Surfing
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Waveor
Publisher:
Waveor
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB VRAM OpenGL 3.3 compatible

Storage: 4500 MB available space

English
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virtual surfing. safe surfing virtual machine. virtual surfing simulator. virtual surfing game. virtual reality surfing simulator.
virtual surfing gameplay. virtual surfing pc. virtual surfing free. virtual surfing steam. 360 video virtual reality surfing. virtual
reality surfing game. virtual reality surfing. virtual console surfing pikachu. virtual surfing download. virtual reality headset
surfing. waves virtual surfing. virtual surfing free download. virtual surfing review. virtual reality for surfing. free virtual reality
surfing. virtual reality surfing video. waveor virtual surfing. virtual surfing ps4. virtual machine for surfing

My brothers and I surfed as teenagers, and found KSPS ages ago, loved the game because it was the only surfing game remotely
authentic at the time. hated the skate like tricks, brothers and I often tried to simulate a more realistic surfing as often as
possible.

Virtual Surfing is everything I wanted KSPS to be and more. and virtual surfing its really in its infancy.

This game has a wonderful wave simulation, the fact that weight defines how you turn is amazing.

As it stands it scratches a surfing sim itch that has gone unscratched for years.

However; it is in it's infancy, and the game has several bugs, and needs much work to reach it's full potential.

- the weighting of the surfer needs to be heavier for sure, he bounces around way too much. and there may also be a buoyancy
issue with the board, the only time my surf board ever gouged nose first like that while I was paddling was because the board
was way to small for me.
- I like the camera adjustment but perhaps a fixed follow cam would also be nice (that followed the surfer from the front)
- hate the wildly unrealistic female models (pretty sexist).
- Maybe more notable sections to the wave.
-notable differences between waves (interval time, break point and size)
- waves not being infinite unless modelled after Slater's Wave Ranch.
- smaller waves and variation in board types (Fish, Long Board, Mini Mal etc)
- Can't wait to see the other environments that aren't yet open (Japan, Pipe etc)
-Would like to see some additional waves, and possibly a spot with multiple breaks that you can paddle between (like a big
beach break (Long Beach South Africa comes to mind.))
- JBay, Cloud Break, Bruce's Beauties (possibly for long board).
- a wipeout animation
- duckdive needed.

Thanks so much for such beautiful work, I can't wait to see where this goes.
If I had a rule of thumb for this game it would be (If a pro surfer can't do it, I don't want to be able to do it in the game)

. Game felt nothing like actual surfing far to bouncy on a wave, poop stance surfing although the wave mechanics are awesome
and look realistic but way too oversized compared to real life, could be something great but needs a lot of work.

Don't recommend at the moment
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